We studied the Giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) effect and magnetic properties of amorphous Fe-Co rich magnetic microwires prepared by the Taylor-Ulitovski technique. We observed that these properties can be tailored either controlling magnetoelastic anisotropy of as-prepared Co-rich microwires or controlling their magnetic anisotropy by heat treatment. High GMI effect even at GHz frequencies has been observed in Co-rich microwires.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of glass coated ferromagnetic microwires (typically of 1-30 µm in diameter) have attracted growing attention in the last few years owing to their outstanding soft magnetic properties (magnetic bistability, enhanced magnetic softness, GMI effect, fast domain wall propagation) and possibility to obtain glass-coated microwires with different structure (amorphous, nanocrystalline, granular) [1, 2] . Generally magnetic properties and overall shape of hysteresis loops of amorphous ferromagnetic microwires depend on the composition of the metallic nucleus as well as on the composition and thickness of the glass coating. As discovered before, shape of hysteresis loops changes from rectangular, typical for amorphous Fe-rich compositions, to inclined, typical for Co-rich compositions [1] . Such strong dependence of the hysteresis loops on these parameters has been attributed to the magnetoelastic energy given by:
where λ s is the saturation magnetostriction and σ i is the internal stress. The magnetostriction constant depends mostly on the chemical composition and is vanishing in amorphous Fe-Co based alloys with Co/Fe ≈70/5 [1] [2] [3] . One of the peculiarities of the fabrication technique of glasscoated microwires is that it involves the simultaneous solidification of composite microwire consisting of ferromagnetic nucleus surrounded by glass coating. Quite different thermal expansion coefficients of the glass and the metallic alloys introduce considerable internal stresses inside the ferromagnetic nucleus during simultaneous fast solidification of the composite microwire [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Strength of these internal stresses depends on ρ-ratio defined as the ρ=d/D, where d is the metallic nucleus diameter and D-total microwire diameter. The estimated values of the internal stresses in these glass coated microwires arising from the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients of metallic nucleus and glass coating are of the order of 100-1000 MPa, depending strongly on the ratio between the glass coating thickness and metallic core diameter [4] [5] [6] [7] , increasing with the glass coating thickness. Such large internal stresses give rise to a drastic change of the magnetoelastic energy, K me , even for small changes of the glass-coating thickness at fixed metallic core diameter. Additionally, such a change of the ρ-ratio should be related to the change of the magnetostriction constant with applied stress [1] :
where µ ο M s is the saturation magnetization.
It is worth mentioning, that residual stresses of glasscoated microwires arising during simultaneous solidification of metallic nucleus and glass coating, mostly have been estimated from the simulations of the process of simultaneous solidification of metallic nucleus inside the glass tube [4] [5] [6] [7] and experimental determination of such residual stresses is rather complex. One of the experimental evidence of existence of such stresses is the dependence of hysteresis loops and particularly magnetic properties (coercivity, remanent magnetization) on ρ−ratio [1, 8] .
Consequently, tailoring of the magnetoelastic energy, K me , is essentially important for optimization of magnetic properties of glass-coated microwires [1, 2] The aforementioned GMI effect usually observed in soft magnetic materials phenomenologically consists of the change of the AC impedance, Z = Z 1 + iZ 2 (where Z 1 is the real part, or resistance, and Z 2 is the imaginary part, or reactance), when submitted to an external magnetic field, H 0 . The GMI effect was well interpreted in terms of the classical skin effect in a magnetic conductor assuming the dependence of the penetration depth of the ac current flowing through the magnetically soft conductor on the dc applied magnetic field [9] [10] [11] . The extremely high sensitivity of the GMI effect to even low magnetic field attracted great interest in the field of applied magnetism basically for applications for low magnetic field detection. Generally, the GMI effect was interpreted assuming scalar character for the magnetic permeability. The origin of the GMI effect has been explained considering the change in the penetration depth of the ac current caused by the dc applied magnetic field. The electrical impedance, Z, of a magnetic conductor in this case is given by [10, 11] :
with k = (1 + j)/δ, where J 0 and J 1 are the Bessel functions, rwire's radius and δ the penetration depth given by:
where σ is the electrical conductivity, f the frequency of the current along the sample, and µφ the circular magnetic permeability assumed to be scalar. The dc applied magnetic field introduces significant changes in the circular permeability, µφ. Therefore, the penetration depth also changes through and finally results in a change of Z [9] [10] [11] . Usually for quantification of the GMI effect the magneto impedance ratio, ∆Z/Z, is used. GMI ratio, ∆Z/Z, is defined as:
where H max is the axial DC-field with maximum value up to few kA/m.
The main features of the GMI effect are the following: 1. Large change in the total impedance usually above 100%. Usually for the case of amorphous wires with high circumferential permeability the highest GMI effect is reported [1, 2, [9] [10] [11] . Thus, we tailoring magnetic anisotropy through the geometry of amorphous microwires few researchers reported on achievement of about 600% GMI ratio observation in Co-rich microwires with vanishing magnetostriction constant [1, 2, 12] . In this case, it is quite promising for the application of magnetic sensors. 2. The GMI materials usually present extremely soft magnetic properties. Indeed previously reported that the good magnetic softness is directly related to the GMI effect: the magnetic field dependence of the GMI ratio is mainly determined by the type of magnetic anisotropy [13, 14] . 3. The AC and DC currents play an important part in the GMI effect. The main reason is that llike magnetic permeability, GMI effect presents tensor character [15] [16] [17] . The AC and DC current flowing through the sample creates circumferential magnetic field. Additionally current produces the Joule heating [18] .
It must be underlined, that the GMI effect origin has been explained based on the theory of classical electrodynamics. The skin effect, which is responsible for GMI at medium and high frequencies, is a phenomenon well described by the classical electrodynamics [10, 11] . Cylindrical shape and high circumferential permeability observed in amorphous wires are quite favorable for achievement of high GMI effect [1, 2] . As a rule, better soft magnetic properties are observed for nearly-zero magnetostrictive compositions. It is worth mentioning, that the magnetostriction constant, λs, in system (Co x Fe 1-x ) 75 Si 15 B 10 changes with x from -5x10 -6 at x= 1, to λs≈35 x10 -6 at x≈0.2, achieving nearly-zero values at Co/Fe about 70/5 [1, [19] [20] [21] .
Depending on the frequency f of the driving AC current Iac flowing through the sample, the giant magnetoimpedance can be roughly four different regimes might be considered. In fact we should consider mostly comparison of the skin depth with the radius or half thickness of the sample: (i) At low frequency range of 1-10 kHz when the skin depth is larger than the radius or half thickness of the sample (rather weak skin effect) the Matteucci effect and magnetoinductive effect have been observed. In particular sharp voltage peaks measured between the sample's ends were attributed to the sample remagnetization considering circular magnetization reversal [1, 9] . The changes of impedance are due to a circular magnetization process exclusively. Therefore considering that the origin of GMI effect is associated with the skin effect of magnetic conductor, observed phenomena might not be considered properly as the GMI effect.
(ii) At frequencies, ranging from 10-100 kHz to 1-10 MHz, the frequency range where the GMI effect has been first reported and described, the giant magnetoimpedance, originates basically from variations of the magnetic penetration depth due to strong changes of the effective magnetic permeability caused by a DC magnetic field [1, [9] [10] [11] . It is widely believed that in this case both domain walls and magnetization rotation contribute to changes of the circular permeability and consequently to the skin effect. (iii) For frequencies ranging in the MHz band (from 1-10 MHz to 100-1000MHz depending on the geometry of the sample), the GMI effect is also originated by the skin effect of the soft magnetic conductor, i.e. must be attributed to the GMI. But at these frequencies the domain walls are strongly damped. Therefore the magnetization rotation must be considered as responsible for the magnetic permeability change induced by an external magnetic field [1, 2, 9] . (iv) At high frequencies, of the order of GHz, the magnetization rotation is strongly influenced by the gyromagnetic effect. With increasing the frequency the GMI peaks are shifted to higher fields where sample is magnetically saturated. At this frequency range strong changes of the sample's impedance have been attributed to the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [9, 22] . Recently major attention is focused on high frequencies(GHz range) GMI applications owing to the development of thin magnetically soft materials and recent tendency in miniaturization of magnetic field sensors [23, 24] Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to study the GMI effect in thin amorphous magnetically soft microwires suitable for miniaturized GMI based magnetic field sensors paying attention to the high frequency GMI effect. Fig.1 ).
Hysteresis loops have been determined by flux-metric method, as described elsewhere [2] . A corresponding schematic picture is shown in Fig.2 .
We measured magnetic field dependences of impedance, Z, and GMI ratio, ΔZ/Z, for as-prepared samples and after heat treatments.
Schematic picture showing principles for revealing the impedance matrix elements: diagonal, ς zz , and off-diagonal, ς zϕ , are shown in Fig. 3 We used specially designed micro-strip sample holder. The sample holder was placed inside a sufficiently long solenoid that creates a homogeneous magnetic field, H. The sample impedance Z was measured using vector network analyzer from reflection coefficient S 11 . The DC bias current I B was applied to the sample through a bias-tee element. All experimental graphs show both ascending and descending branches of the field dependencies of the real part of impedance Z so that the magnetic hysteresis can be evaluated. More details on experimental technique can be found in refs. (1, 3, 15, 17) .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As-prepared Co 69.2 Fe 4.1 B 11.8 Si 13.8 C 1.1 microwires present soft magnetic behavior with very low coercivity (about 4 A/m) similar to other Co-rich amorphous microwires with nearlyzero negative magnetostriction constant (Fig.4a,b) . As can be observed, all studied of Co 67. 1 Fig.5 . General features of these dependences is that the magnetic field of maximum shifts to the higher field region increasing the f. High enough magnetic field sensitivity, i.e. GMI effect till GHz-range frequencies should be also underlined. On the other hand, if the maximum applied magnetic field is not high enough, impedance change induced by applied magnetic field at high frequencies decreases starting from some frequency. For example, for most studied microwires the optimum frequency for achievement of highest GMI ratio is about 300 MHz (see Fig.6 ). From the point of view of applications in magnetic field sensors anti-symmetrical magnetic field dependence exhibited by the off-diagonal GMI component is quite attractive for determination the magnetic field direction in real sensor devices [1] [2] [3] 15 Fig.7 . As can be appreciated from Fig.7 , considerable hysteresis of off-diagonal impedance is observed for studied microwire. Under application of bias current (2mA) the GMI hysteresis decreases the amplitude of S21 parameter increases and magnetic field dependence becomes antisymmetric (Fig.7) .
Magnetic field dependence of the off-diagonal voltage response, V out measured using pulsed scheme, also presents anti-symmetrical magnetic field dependence Co 67.1 Fe 3.8 Ni 1.4 Si 14.5 B 11.5 Mo 1.7 (λ s ≈ 3 • 10 -7 ) microwire ( Fig.8) . It should noted from Fig.4 that the V out (H) curves exhibit nearly linear growth within the field range from -H m to H m . The H m limits the working range of MI sensor to 240 A/m and should be associated with the anisotropy field. This excitation scheme described elsewhere [15] is presently used in existing magnetic field sensor devices based on GMI effect [15, 23] . Recently periodic excitation with bias current allowing decreasing of the GMI hysteresis has been also proposed for the GMI magnetometer [26] . Observed above (Fig.4 ) dependence of hysteresis loops on ρ− ratio must be attributed to the magnetoelastic anisotropy related with the internal stresses. The strength of internal stresses, σ i , arising during simultaneous rapid quenching of metallic nucleus surrounding by the glass coating can be controlled by the ρ−ratio: strength of internal stresses increases decreasing ρ−ratio (i.e. increases with increasing of the glass volume) [4] [5] [6] [7] . Consequently magnetic field dependences of both Z zz and Z ϕz can be controlled by the magnetoelastic anisotropy through the ρ−ratio. The origin of observed low field hysteresis on S 21 (H) (Fig 7) is directly related with deviation of the anisotropy easy axis from transversal direction [27, 28] . Therefore, application of circular bias magnetic field H B produced by DC current I B running through the wire affects the hysteresis and asymmetry of the MI dependence, suppressing this hysteresis when I B is high enough. In fact in pulsed exciting scheme when the sharp pulses with pulse edge time about 5 ns are produced by passing square wave multi-vibrator pulses through the differentiating circuit, overall pulsed current contains a DC component that produces bias circular magnetic field [15, 26] . In this way low field hysteresis can be surpassed selecting adequate pulse amplitude.
IV. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE GMI MAGNETOMETER
Recently we reported on design and performance of a magnetometer based on the off-diagonal GMI effect in Corich glass-coated microwire [26] . A special GMI-holder has been developed to measure the diagonal and off-diagonal GMI components of a microwire (see Fig.9 ). The GMI-holder was connected to the measuring system with a shielded twisted pair of 0.5 m length and was placed inside a solenoid within a magnetic shield made of permalloy.
The electronic circuit consists of a power source creating the external uniform magnetic field, and the sources of the alternating current of the frequency f = 1 -10 MHz and the dc bias current. High-frequency signals of diagonal and offdiagonal GMI components were amplified and then detected by corresponding lock-in detectors. The sensing element of the GMI magnetometer is a 10 mm long piece of Co 67 Fe 3.85 Ni 1.45 B 11.5 Si 14.5 Mo 1.7 microwire with a small pick-up coil of 85 turns wounded around the microwire. The electronics with a feedback circuit is used to register an electro-motive force proportional to external magnetic field applied along the wire axis. In the absence of the feedback current the magnetometer is capable to measure a narrow range of magnetic fields, ± 3.5 µT, in the frequency range of 0 -1 kHz, the level of the equivalent magnetic noise being about 10 pT/Hz 1/2 at a frequency 300 Hz. The use of the feedback circuit increases the range of the measured magnetic fields up to ± 250 µT.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Studies of magnetic properties and GMI effect of amorphous Co-Fe rich microwires reveals that they present GMI effect at GHz frequencies. Hysteresis loops and magnetic field dependences of GMI effect are affected by microwires magnetic anisotropy. Magnetic properties and GMI effect can be tailored controlling magnetoelastic anisotropy of Co-rich microwires.
